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Abstract: Background: Health policy, systems and services research (HPSSR) is increasingly needed to
enable better access to, and value of, rehabilitation services worldwide. We aim to quantify the growth
of Rehabilitation HPSSR publications since 1990, compared to that of overall rehabilitation research
and overall HPSSR. Methods: Quantitative, comparative analysis of publication trends using the
PubMed database and its indexation system. Comprehensive search filters, based on Medical Subject
Headings (MeSH), were built and calibrated to locate research articles with content on HPSSR and
rehabilitation of physical impairments. Additional filters were used for locating research publications
declaring funding support, publications in rehabilitation journals, and finally publications focused
on high-income (HICs) or low- and middle-income countries (LMICs). The same approach was
used for retrieving data on comparator fields—overall HPSSR and overall rehabilitation research.
Linear regressions, with ANOVA, were used for analyzing yearly publication growths over the
28-year time frame. Results: Rehabilitation HPSSR publications in PubMed have grown significantly
from 1990 to 2017 in the percentage of all rehabilitation research (from 11% to 18%) and all HPSSR
(from 2.8% to 3.9%; both p < 0.001). The rate of Rehabilitation HPSSR published in rehabilitation
journals did not change significantly over time (p = 0.47). The rates of publications with declared
funding support increased significantly, but such growth did not differ significantly from that of the
comparator fields. Finally, LMICs accounted for 9.3% of the country-focused rehabilitation HPSSR
since 1990, but this percentage value increased significantly (p < 0.001) from 6% in 1990 to 13% in 2017.
Conclusion: Rehabilitation HPSSR publications, i.e., those indexed in PubMed with related MeSH
terms, have grown in both absolute and relative values. Rehabilitation HPSSR publications focused
on LMICs also grew significantly since 1990, but still remained a tiny portion of the Rehabilitation
HPSSR publications with country-specific MeSH terms.
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1. Introduction

Rehabilitation services are increasingly needed around the globe, following the global ageing
population and the increased rates of chronic conditions and disabilities [1,2]. However, health systems
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worldwide are often under-resourced and ill-prepared to efficiently meet the rehabilitation needs of
the population [3–9]. Production, dissemination, and uptake of rehabilitation-focused health policy,
systems, and services research (i.e., Rehabilitation HPSSR) are a means to strengthen health systems’
capacity to deliver appropriate, high-value rehabilitation services, toward sustainably meeting the
growing rehabilitation needs of the population [10–14].

Differing from clinical or basic research, health policy and systems research addresses the upstream
aspects of health, organizations, and policies [15–17]. It does it so as an inter-disciplinary field that
seeks to understand and find solutions as to how: (1) societies and stakeholders organize themselves
to achieve collective health goals; (2) health systems respond and adapt to health policies, and (3)
health policies can shape and are shaped by health systems and broader determinants of health [15,17].
Health policy and systems research address any, and often multiple, ‘building blocks’ of health systems
(e.g., governance, workforce, financing), within a systems-thinking approach toward promoting the
coverage, quality, efficiency and equity of health systems [15,18–21]. At the service-delivery level,
and with increasing convergence with a broader health systems research [16,19,22], health services
research refers to a multidisciplinary field of investigation on how social factors, financing, organizations,
technologies, innovation, and personal behaviors affect the access to healthcare, its quality, and its
cost [23,24]. Taken together, HPSSR addresses aspects within or at the interface of health policy, of health
system’s organization, and of healthcare delivery - for improved healthcare access, healthcare value,
and population health.

In the rehabilitation field, advancing HPSSR is an increasing priority. This has been evident
through recent publications in scientific journals on the role for and value of advancing rehabilitation
health-services research [10,11,25–27], a number of empirical works, research syntheses and frameworks
on rehabilitation health policy and health systems issues [12,28–30], rehabilitation stakeholders or
interest groups with a focus on advancing rehabilitation services and services research [31,32],
funding mechanisms or funding policies welcoming HPSSR in the rehabilitation field [33,34], and the
recent input from the World Health Organization for developing a rehabilitation health policy and
health systems research agenda [13].

Despite this growing interest, to our knowledge there is no systematic, quantitative analysis of
the evolving research production on Rehabilitation HPSSR topics, even though its exists for other
rehabilitation research areas [35–39] and for aspects of the overall HPSSR [21,40–45].

Hence, we aim to quantify the growth in the number of Rehabilitation HPSSR publications
from 1990 and 2017, compared to that of overall rehabilitation research and overall HPSSR. This is
operationalized through the following study questions:

1. What is the total amount, absolute growth, and relative growth of Rehabilitation HPSSR
publications (i.e., as the percentage of all rehabilitation research publications, and as the percentage
of all HPSSR publications)?

2. Which portion of the Rehabilitation HPSSR has been published in rehabilitation journals, and has
that changed over time?

3. Which portion of the country-specific rehabilitation HPSSR publications focus on high-income
countries (HICs) versus low- and middle-income countries (LMICs)?

4. What are the yearly rates of the Rehabilitation HPSSR publications that declare funding support,
and how does that compare to rehabilitation research overall and HPSSR overall.

Answering these questions will provide information on crude trends in HPSSR articles in the
rehabilitation literature from 1990 to 2017.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Design

Quantitative, comparative analysis of publication trends over time using data from the indexation
system of a large health research database.
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2.2. Data Source

The PubMed database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed) and the indexation system for
its largest sub-component (i.e., MEDLINE) was used for this analysis. Although not exhaustive,
PubMed is a comprehensive research database. For instance, there is evidence that PubMed contains
about 85% of the studies included in health-based systematic reviews [46,47]. Similarly, in a sample of
randomized controlled trials relevant to physical therapy, PubMed indexed 89% of them, slightly more
than EMBASE (88%) and close to PEDro (92%) and CENTRAL (95%). Of note, PEDro and CENTRAL are
databases specialized in physical therapy and clinical trials, respectively. PubMed has other advantages
for this study—it is freely-accessible, hence the study is easily reproducible, and it addresses the health
field as a whole, enabling comparative analyses.

PubMed/MEDLINE is suited for analyzing publication trends due its comprehensive indexation
system, based on Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) that are organized within a hierarchical tree
and assigned to each paper by trained indexers. Articles are therefore systematically indexed
by research topic and methodology regardless specific words authors have used. Using such
capabilities, PubMed has been a source for large analyses of publication trends within [35–37,39,48]
and outside [49–51] the rehabilitation field. Here, we also relied fully on the PubMed indexing facilities
(i.e., do not manually screen or review titles, abstracts or full texts) to identify rehabilitation HPSSR
publications and those of comparator fields: overall HPSSR and overall rehabilitation research.

2.3. Search Filters–Construction

We used a mixed-methods approach for a comprehensive determination of search filters, i.e.,
combinations of relevant MeSH terms, for each component of our searches (e.g., HPSSR, rehabilitation,
journal and country types).

2.3.1. HPSSR

For building the HPSSR filter, we first relied on working definitions and conceptual papers within
the HPSSR arena [13,15–20,23,24]. Then, the key concepts extracted were translated into MeSH terms,
using target and snowballing searches in the MeSH database [52]. For example, like other research [21],
we searched the MeSH database for key terms around the six ‘building blocks’ of health systems
(i.e., governance/leadership, workforce, financing, information systems, etc.). Additionally, we searched
the MeSH database for other related key concepts (e.g., health planning, services supply and demand,
health equity, quality improvement, healthcare access, etc.). The non-redundant terms (i.e., all of those
not fully contained within upper-level MeSH terms indeed included) were combined as alternatives to
one another (i.e., using the Bolean operator “OR”). We used the tag [majr] for each term, to retrieve
only articles with any of those MeSH terms indexed as a Major Topic. This means that we selected only
the research focused on a HPSSR topic, not those merely related to it.

2.3.2. Rehabilitation

We focused on the rehabilitation of people with physical impairments. Hence, some forms
of rehabilitation were excluded, such as the rehabilitation of mental health conditions (psychiatric
rehabilitation), substance abuse, people with sensory impairments per se (e.g., correction of hearing
impairment), and people with oral health conditions. However, for example, the rehabilitation of
cognitive, communicative, and neuro-behavioral impairments as a result of or associated to physical
impairments were included in the scope of rehabilitation covered [1,37,53]. With that field restriction,
and based on existing conceptual works or definitions of rehabilitation [1,53–57] as well as published
search filters [35–37], we also approached the MeSH database to identify rehabilitation-related MeSH
terms and any to be excluded with the Bolean operator “NOT”; for example, “psychiatric rehabilitation”
[MeSH] is within the upper-level “rehabilitation”[MeSH], hence needed to be actively excluded.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
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As above, we only included non-redundant MeSH terms, selected as a Major Topic. The exclusions
were made with regular MeSH terms.

2.3.3. Research Publications in Humans

PubMed contains many publication types (e.g., editorial, letters, commentaries) that would not be
eligible as research publications. Hence, based on previous search filters [35–37] and target searches in
the MeSH database, we constructed a search filter for locating all kinds of empirical-based research
publications, including qualitative research, case reports, systematic reviews, or practice guidelines.
As systematic reviews have only been indexed as such in PubMed since 2019, we used a combined
set of search terms to locate them, including non-MeSH terms [36,37] Finally, we narrowed down the
research publications for those on “humans” subjects (e.g., not on animals). This filter applied to all
the searches, including those targeting comparator fields.

2.3.4. Journal Type

We used the National Library of Medicine’s journal catalog to identify journals that were indexed
in PubMed and fit the scope of “physical medicine and rehabilitation” [sb], which includes, for example,
physical and occupational therapy. As a result of the search, 116 journals were identified and the
respective MeSH terms were retrieved as alternative to one another.

2.3.5. Funding Support

We use “Support of Research” [Publication Type] as the overarching MeSH term for articles
declaring funding support from any venue.

2.3.6. Country-Type

We used the World Bank’s classification to determine which countries and territories
(e.g., Hong Kong) are high- or low-income, then translated these to the respective MeSH terms,
if existent (i.e., not for a minority of small territories). These terms were set as alternative to one another
(using the operator “OR”) for the groups of HICs and LMICs. Of note, not all articles addressed
specific countries (e.g., many systematic reviews), and articles could address no particular countries or
HICs and LMICs at the same time. Also, when specific countries were addressed but this was not be
explicit in the articles’ title or abstract, often the articles were not granted a country-specific MeSH
term. Hence, the amount of country-specific rehabilitation HPSSR is not necessarily equal to that of
overall rehabilitation HPSSR.

2.4. Search Filters–Calibration

For calibrating the search filters, we ran pilot searches with or without some of the MeSH terms
the research team appraised as at the borderline for inclusion or exclusion, assessing the impact
they had on the search results. For example, we tested the collective impact of introducing a set of
MeSH terms focused on assistive devices (“Self-Help Devices”[Majr] OR “Exoskeleton Device”[Majr]
OR “Artificial Limbs”[Majr] OR “Orthotic Devices”[Majr] OR “Canes”[Majr] OR “Walkers”[Majr]
OR “Crutches”[Majr]) within the search filter for rehabilitation. Including this whole set of terms
added less than 2% more Rehabilitation HPSSR articles retrieved. Hence, the inclusion of this set was
not deemed to carry substantial risk to preciseness (e.g., inclusion of too many articles not directly
related to the rehabilitation: issues on device manufacturing, etc.), with likely benefits for increased
sensitivity (e.g., identifying additional articles on the training or prescription of assistive devices).
Theoretically, HPSSR cares about making medical products (including assistive technologies) available
to those who need them [58]. Therefore, we retained this set of search terms in our final search strategy.

A final calibration exercise entailed a random selection of 30 articles from the authors’ personal
resources, published before 2017, that were deemed relevant for the field of Rehabilitation HPSSR by
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the research team. These articles were searched for in PubMed, and their major MeSH term retrieved.
This whole process enabled the identification of one more relevant MeSH term for the rehabilitation
search filter (i.e., “recovery of function” [MeSH]) and one more relevant term for the filter on research
publications. For instance, some research articles (e.g., using mixed methods) were not indexed for
any method/publication type in particular, but were indexed for “research support” [publication
type]. Hence, we added this term to the research publications filter, assuming that all articles that
declare “research support” are indeed research. This resulted in a substantial increase in the number of
detected publications, sometimes over one-third more, with the added sensitivity coming with low
risk to preciseness.

Appendix A provides the full set of calibrated search filters that we finally used, and the details of
how these were combined in PubMed searches to answering our study questions.

2.5. Searches Conduct and Time Span

The searches were conducted in late October 2019 but were narrowed down in publication dates
from January 1, 1990 to December 31, 2017. This accounted for the fact that “publication types”
have been systematically indexed in PubMed only since 1990 and for the typical 2-year delay in the
PubMed indexation.

Specifically, for the searches focused on funding support, the time span was narrowed down to end
at December 2015. Indeed, in preliminary data visualizations, we observed outlier results (substantially
lower number of publications for the years 2016 and 2017) in every search, across the fields, i.e.,
focused or not on rehabilitation or HPSSR. This suggests a delay or relevant change in this indexation
process in particular, rather than reflecting changes in publications data itself. Hence, data on 2016 and
2017 for declared funding support were excluded.

2.6. Data Extraction, Management and Analysis

From each search in PubMed, the total and yearly volume of publications were exported to Excel
(Microsoft Corporation). There, we computed relevant percentages (e.g., percentage of Rehabilitation
HPSSR publications among all rehabilitation research publications, overall and for each year). As this
paper involved comparative analyses, the data were often analyzed and reported in those relative
percentages. Run charts and then linear, exponential or logarithmic regression models, according to
best fit (determined by r2 values and visual examination) were used to analyze any changes in the
count data and computed percentages over time. We retained the linear models whenever the fit was
similar (e.g., r2 values difference <0.02).

We used simple linear regressions, with ANOVA, for determining whether any yearly changes,
in counts or percent values, were significant. We use the JASP 0.10.20 software (University of Amsterdam,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands) for this analysis. p values <0.05 were considered statistically significant.

3. Results

Below we present the results according to our initial research questions.

3.1. Absolute and Relative Growth

From 1990 to 2017, a total of 23,105 Rehabilitation HPSSR publications were found, with a significant
linear growth of 63.3 publications a year (95% Confidence Interval (CI): 58.2–68.4; p < 0.001; r2 = 0.96).

For the relative growth, Figure 1 shows that HPSSR publications accounted for 17.6% of the
rehabilitation research publications in 2017, compared to 10.6% back in 1990. This equates to a significant
yearly growth (p < 0.001), albeit logarithmic in type (r2 (log model) = 0.83), i.e., more pronounced in
the early years.
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Figure 1. The yearly percentage of the Rehab (i.e., rehabilitation) research that is focused on Health
Policy, Systems and Service Research (HPSSR) topics from 1990 to 2017, and the regression model (log:
logarithmic) that had the best fit with the data. The p value and 95% Confidence Interval (CI) refer to
the linear regression model.

Figure 2, in turn, shows that rehabilitation accounted for 3.9% of all HPSSR publications in 2017,
compared to only 2.8% in 1990, referring to a significant and linear growth in this relative value
(p < 0.001; r2 (linear model) = 0.9).

Figure 2. The yearly percentage of the Health Policy, Systems and Service Research (HPSSR) that
is focused on Rehab (i.e., rehabilitation) topics from 1990 to 2017, and the regression model (linear)
that had the best fit with the data. The p value and 95% Confidence Interval (CI) refer to the linear
regression model.

3.2. Journal Type

Figure 3 shows that the percentage of Rehabilitation HPSSR published in rehabilitation journals
did not significantly change over time (p = 0.49), erratically moving around 24%. On the other hand,
the percentage of the overall rehabilitation research (i.e., not only the Rehabilitation HPSSR) that
was published in rehabilitation journals increased significant yet logarithmically over time (p < 0.001;
r2 (log model) = 0.55), from 17% in 1990 to approaching 22% in 2017, the typical values of the
Rehabilitation HPSSR.
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Figure 3. The yearly percentage of the rehab (i.e., rehabilitation) Health Policy, Systems and Service
Research (HPSSR) and of the overall rehab research that were published in rehab journals from 1990 to
2017, and the regression models that had the best fit with the data. The p values and 95% Confidence
Interval (CI) refer to the linear regression models.

3.3. HICs Versus LMICs

From 1990 to 2017, a total of 9733 Rehabilitation HPSSR publications were indexed in PubMed
with a focus on any HIC, and 986 on any LMIC. This means that LMICs account for up to 9.3% of the
Rehabilitation HPSSR publications that had country-specific MeSH terms; however, Figure 4 shows
that such a percentage value has been growing significantly over time (p < 0.001), from 6% in 1990 to
13% in 2017.

Figure 4. The yearly percentage of the rehab (i.e., rehabilitation) Health Policy, Systems and Service
Research (HPSSR) focused on Low- and Middle-Income Income Countries (LMICs) among all
rehab-HPSSR publications with a country-specific Medical Subject Heading [1990–2017], and the
regression model (i.e. the linear) that had the best fit with the data. The p value and 95% Confidence
Interval (CI) refer to the linear regression model.
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3.4. Funding Support Declared

From 1990 to 2015, 11,037 Rehabilitation HPSSR publications declared funding support, i.e., 47.8%
of them. Figure 5 shows that the proportion of publications declaring support increased significantly
over time, linearly from 43% (1990) to 58% (2015) (p < 0.001; 95% CI: 58.2–68.4; r2 = 0.96). This growth
was comparable to (i.e., 95% CIs partly overlapped) rehabilitation research as a whole and HPSSR as
a whole, with all three approaching 2015 with values within the 53–58% range.

Figure 5. The yearly percentage of the research publications that were funded for the rehab
(i.e., rehabilitation) Health Policy, Systems and Service Research (HPSSR), the overall rehab research,
and the overall HPSSR (1990–2015), and the regression models that had the best fit with the data.
The p values and 95% Confidence Intervals (CIs) refer to the linear regression model.

4. Discussion

Rehabilitation HPSSR publications, notably those indexed for rehabilitation and HPSSR topics
in the PubMed database, have growth significantly from 1910 to 2017, in both absolute and relative
values. Indeed, the growth of the rehabilitation HPSSR publications significantly outpaced that of
both comparators, i.e., grew significantly in the percentage of all rehabilitation research, and in the
percentage of all HPSSR. We also observed discrepancies in the Rehabilitation HPSSR publications
focused on HICs versus LMICs, with the latter accounting for 9.3% of the Rehabilitation HPSSR
publications that had at least a country-specific MeSH term. However, a significant, growing trend
from 6% to 13% (1990–2017) was observed in that percentage value. Below we present five points of
discussion related to our findings.

First, the observed growth of publications on HPSSR topics within the overall rehabilitation
research, i.e., from 11% to 18% (1990–2017), means that rehabilitation stakeholders are conducting,
comparatively, more HPSSR. Nonetheless, HPSSR topics still represent less than one-fifth of
all rehabilitation research publications and the observed relative growth was less pronounced
(i.e., flattening) in more recent years. It is hard to know what is the desirable figure with regard to
the proportion of rehabilitation research that should be devoted to HPSSR; however, what we do
know is that Rehabilitation HPSSR helps to enhance the value or population impact of other forms
of rehabilitation research (e.g., clinical rehabilitation research). For example, HPSSR would help to
translate the growing clinical knowledge into more common, more accessible, and more affordable
rehabilitation practices, boost innovation and accountability for service organization and delivery,
and make generalizable knowledge responsive or adaptive to identified local needs [10,11,15,59,60].

Second, Rehabilitation HPSSR represents a significantly increased proportion of publications
within HPSSR, from 2.8% in 1990 to 3.9% in 2017. The growth over time has been significant
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and relatively linear, i.e., constant, over the 28-year period; nonetheless, rehabilitation represents
a very small portion of all HPSSR. This may be concerning given the current high levels of physical
rehabilitation needs worldwide (e.g., in 2017, 40% of the world’s non-fatal health loss came from
conditions amenable to physical rehabilitation [1]), the significant growth in those needs observed
across country and condition types [1,61], the evidence for large gaps in the physical rehabilitation
supply [6,29], and the growing evidence on the individual, economic, and broader societal benefits
associated to the delivery of appropriate physical rehabilitation services [2,62–65]. In other words,
we have found that the amount of Rehabilitation HPSSR is a disproportionate to the global population’s
needs for such services. All accounted for, we suggest that there is a urgent need to address the
collective negligence and limited development of rehabilitation resources within and across many
countries [2,6,8,9], the gaps in quality, access, and value of rehabilitation care worldwide [5,6,8,9,14],
and the growing unmet needs for rehabilitation across countries of all income levels [1,6].

Third, LMICs accounted for a relatively marginal share of the country-specific Rehabilitation
HPSSR publications, i.e., less than 10% for the all 28 years analyzed. This diverges, for example,
from the overall health policy and systems research, which is close to a 50–50% distribution between
HICs and LMICs [21], with publications relevant to LMICs being those increasing at the highest
rates [40]. The seminal World Report on Disability [66] estimated that 80% of people with disabilities
live in LMICs, a recent analyses of data from the Global Burden of Disease 2017 found that LMICs
account for 77% of the physical rehabilitation needs [1], while several reports point towards large
unmet rehabilitation needs in LMICs [5,6,8,9]. While we found a significant growing trend in the
portion of the country-specific Rehabilitation HPSSR publications that were focused on LMICs(up to
13% in 2017),a still higher preponderance of rehabilitation HPSSR is likely needed, especially in
LMICs; transformational rather than incremental improvements would be required to address this
gap. Capacity would need to be created, for example, in developing a research workforce with the
means, focus, and capabilities to implement a Rehabilitation HPSSR agenda worldwide [10,22,67–69],
including with a special focus on LMICs [70–72].

Fourth, we did not observe a significant change in the rate of Rehabilitation HPSSR publications
in rehabilitation journals. Given that we found that less than 25% of rehabilitation HPSSR publications
are in rehabilitation journals and given that we lack databases or repositories specific to Rehabilitation
HPSSR, persons wanting to locate and use Rehabilitation HPSSR evidence will need to rely on
comprehensive search strategies in large health databases.

Finally, we found a significant increase in the rates of Rehabilitation HPSSR declaring funding
support and those rates are comparable to similar research. This may be comforting for the rehabilitation
research community; however, this finding occurs against the backdrop of overall stagnation or
reduction in funding for health services research in the US [45], with US health services research
representing a mere 0.3% of the total US healthcare expenditures or only 5% of all research funding [73].
While in low-income countries the funding availability for the overall health policy and systems
research has increased, notably to institutions in Sub-Saharan Africa [21], we found the number of
publications focused on LMICs was insufficient to enable an analysis of the funding trends over time
on the Rehabilitation HPSSR focusing on LMICs.

Limitations

This paper has several limitations:
We included only research publications indexed in PubMed, not the full spectrum of research

publications. Similarly, we fully relied on the PubMed indexation system for this large dataset analysis,
while the indexation system is not fully sensitive and precise. Nonetheless, the PubMed indexation refers
to a standard process conducted by trained indexers. Also, the same search terms, comprehensively
developed, were applied across the comparator fields. As the results are essentially reported in relative
percentages, this makes the comparative results less prone to bias. Furthermore, due to typical delays
in the PubMed indexation, we could only present results up to 2017 (and those for funding only to
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2015); hence, the effects of more recent pushes for advancing the Rehabilitation HPSSR [10,11,13,34]
may not be noticed yet. It is also worth noting that we analyzed merely the number of research
publications, not their methodological type or quality. Besides, we were unable to analyze the yearly
evolution of the Rehabilitation HPSSR in LMICs that have had declared funding support, given the low
number of publications per year. Furthermore, we did not analyze the country of origin of the authors
or the authors’ network [42]. Additionally, only about half of the Rehabilitation HPSSR publications
in PubMed had a country-specific MeSH term (e.g., were systematic reviews or did not explicitly
address a country in the article’s title or abstract); hence the analysis by country-type was carried out
over a sample of the Rehabilitation HPSSR publications in PubMed, although this does not preclude
a biased sample, i.e., not necessarily favoring HICs or LMICs.

Moreover, we did not analyze the specific scope of Rehabilitation HPSSR by thematic areas [21,44],
but solely the whole of these research publications. Similarly, we did not analyze publications from
the field of health policy and systems research separately from those in the field of health services
research, as both broadly aim to address issues of healthcare access, quality, and value at the population
level [16,19,22], thereby it would be complex to select MeSH terms clearly relevant for one but clearly
not relevant for the other. Furthermore, we analyzed rates of funding support that research publications
declared, not funding support amounts [45].

Finally, we focused only on research publications, while perspectives, commentaries, conceptual,
narrative or other types of article, e.g., analyzing current situations [74] or describing development or
consultation activities [75], have an important role as well.

Highlighting these limitations are critical in pinpointing the weaknesses of our methodology;
however, given the limited availability of the publicly available information, we interpret this study
as a starting point, and would invite the rehabilitation and/or HPSSR community to contribute to
this discussion.

5. Conclusions

This research uses the PubMed indexation capabilities to provide information on crude trends
(i.e., publications data not manually screened) on the evolution of the number of Rehabilitation HPSSR
articles published from 1990 to 2017. With such a strategy, we have found that Rehabilitation HPSSR
publications, i.e., those published and indexed in PubMed with rehabilitation- and HPSSR-related
MeSH terms, have grown in both absolute and relative values. However, in 2017, Rehabilitation HPSSR
still accounted for merely 18% of the rehabilitation research publications and 4% of the overall HPSSR
publications in PubMed. We also found that the portion of Rehabilitation HPSSR publications focused
on LMICs, among those that had country-specific MeSH terms, has been growing significantly since
1990, but is still minute, especially given the sizeable unmet needs for rehabilitation services in
many LMICs.
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and agreed to the published version of the manuscript.
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Appendix A Search Strategy

Introductory Notes

• In this Appendix, we present the complete search filters that were used. They enable the
reproduction of the searches in PubMed (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed). Of note, as the
indexation process in PubMed is an ongoing endeavor; hence, values retrieved can be slightly

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
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higher than those presented in the results, especially for the number of articles published in the
more recent years.

• Whenever reproducing the target searches, one needs to combine the relevant search filters below,
using the Bolean operator “AND” in between.

# For example, in the search aimed at locating rehabilitation HPSSR, the following
combination of search filters must be employed: the Common Filter (used into all searches)
AND the HPSSR filter AND the Rehabilitation Filter.

• Search filters were based essentially on MeSH terms. All lower-level MeSH Terms, i.e., all under
those actually written, are included by default, unless otherwise specified (i.e., with the use of the
operator “NOT”).

• The hierarchical tree of MeSH terms, their definitions, and which MeSH terms are included under
each MeSH term can be consulted at: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mesh.

Search filters
Common Filter (Used into all the Searches)—Research Publications, Humans, and Date Limits
(“Study Characteristics” [Publication Type] OR “Support of Research” [Publication Type] OR

“Guideline” [Publication Type] OR “Empirical Research”[MeSH] OR “Epidemiologic Methods”[MeSH]
OR (Review[ptyp] AND systematic[tw] AND systematic[sb]) OR “Cochrane Database Syst
Rev”[Journal] OR (“systematic review”[ti] OR “scoping review”[ti] OR “realist review”[ti])) AND
(“humans”[MeSH Terms]) AND (“1990/01/01”[PDAT]: “2017/12/31”[PDAT])

HPSR Filter

(“Health Policy”[Majr] OR “Health Planning”[Majr] OR “Health Services Administration”[Majr]
OR “Delivery of Health Care”[Majr] OR “Professional Competence”[Majr] OR “Clinical
Competence”[Majr] OR “Race Factors”[Majr] OR “Advance Directive Adherence”[Majr] OR
“Guideline Adherence”[Majr] OR “Independent Medical Evaluation”[Majr] OR “Organizational
Case Studies”[Majr] OR “Outcome and Process Assessment (Health Care)”[Majr] OR “Patient
Satisfaction”[Majr] OR “Program Evaluation”[Majr] OR “Root Cause Analysis”[Majr] OR “Peer
Review, Health Care”[Majr] OR “Standard of Care”[Majr] OR “Inservice Training”[Majr] OR “Education,
Continuing”[Majr] OR “Health Services Research”[Majr] OR “Healthcare Financing”[Majr] OR “Health
Information Systems”[Majr] OR “Health Information Management”[Majr] OR “Health Information
Interoperability”[Majr] OR “Information Technology”[Majr] OR “Organizational Innovation”[Majr] OR
"Health Care Reform"[Majr] OR "Knowledge Management"[Majr] OR "Diffusion of Innovation"[Majr]
OR “Change Management”[Majr])

Note: Even though not written down, relevant MeSH terms such as but not limited to “Health
Services Needs and Demand”[Majr] OR “Health Workforce”[Majr] OR “Health Services
Accessibility”[Majr] OR “Health Equity” [Majr] are included into the search filter (i.e., fully
contained within upper-level MeSH terms included, such as but not limited to “Health
Administration”[Majr]). In practice, adding any of the terms exemplified above to the search
filter do not change the total number of articles retrieved.

Rehabilitation Filter

(“rehabilitation”[Subheading] OR “Rehabilitation”[Majr] OR “Recovery of Function”[Majr]
OR “Physical Therapy Specialty”[Majr] OR “Physical Therapy Modalities”[Majr] OR “Physical
Therapy Department, Hospital”[Majr] OR “Hospitals, Rehabilitation”[Majr] OR “Physical Therapist
Assistants”[Majr] OR “Physical Therapists”[Majr] OR “Physical and Rehabilitation Medicine”[Majr]
OR “Rehabilitation Nursing”[Majr] OR “Occupational Therapists”[Majr] OR “Occupational
Therapy Department, Hospital”[Majr] OR “Occupational Therapy”[Majr] OR “Speech-Language
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Pathology”[Majr] OR “Activities of Daily Living”[Majr] OR “Self-Help Devices”[Majr] OR “Exoskeleton
Device”[Majr] OR “Artificial Limbs”[Majr] OR “Orthotic Devices”[Majr] OR “Canes”[Majr] OR
“Walkers”[Majr] OR “Crutches”[Majr] OR “Rehabilitation Centers”[Majr] OR “Rehabilitation
Research”[Majr] NOT “Correction of Hearing Impairment”[Mesh] NOT “Substance Abuse Treatment
Centers”[Mesh] NOT “Mouth Rehabilitation”[Mesh] NOT “Mental Disorders”[Mesh] NOT “United
States Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration”[Mesh] NOT “National Institute
of Mental Health (U.S.)”[Mesh] NOT “Mental Health Services”[Mesh] NOT “Mental Health
Associations”[Mesh] NOT “Community Mental Health Services”[Mesh] NOT “Community Mental
Health Centers”[Mesh] NOT “Rehabilitation, Vocational”[Mesh] NOT “Sheltered Workshops”[Mesh]
NOT “Psychiatric Nursing”[Mesh] NOT “Mental Health Recovery”[Mesh] NOT “Psychiatric
Rehabilitation”[Mesh])

Note: Even though not written down, relevant MeSH terms such as but not limited to
“Neurological Rehabilitation”[Majr] and “Cardiac Rehabilitation”[Majr] are included into
the search filter (i.e., fully contained within upper-level MeSH terms included, such as
“Rehabilitation”[Majr]). In practice, adding any of the illustrated MeSH terms to the search
filter above do not change the total number of articles retrieved.

Funding support Filter

“Support of Research” [Publication Type]

Note: This filter contains all the forms of funding support.

Journals—All Listed for Physical and Rehabilitation Medicine[st] in National Library of
Medice Catalog

(“Z Physiother”[Journal] OR “Vopr Kurortol Fizioter Lech Fiz Kult”[Journal] OR “Trans Am
Clin Climatol Assoc”[Journal] OR “Train Sch Bull (Vinel)”[Journal] OR “Torture”[Journal] OR
“Top Stroke Rehabil”[Journal] OR “Spec Educ Forward Trends”[Journal] OR “Spec Educ”[Journal]
OR “Soc Rehabil Rec”[Journal] OR “Scand J Rehabil Med Suppl”[Journal] OR “Scand J Rehabil
Med”[Journal] OR “Scand J Occup Ther”[Journal] OR “Rheumatol Rehabil”[Journal] OR “Rheumatol
Phys Med”[Journal] OR “Rev Bras Fisioter”[Journal] OR “Rehabilitation (Bonn)”[Journal] OR
“Rehabil Rec”[Journal] OR “Rehabil Psychol”[Journal] OR “Rehabil Nurs”[Journal] OR “Rehabil
Lit”[Journal] OR “Rehabilitation (Stuttg)”[Journal] OR “Rehabilitacion (Madr)”[Journal] OR “Rehabil
Fyz Lek”[Journal] OR “Rehab Manag”[Journal] OR “Record (Washington)”[Journal] OR “Radiobiol
Radioter Fis Med”[Journal] OR “Qual Life Res”[Journal] OR “Prog Phys Ther”[Journal] OR
“Presse Therm Clim”[Journal] OR “PM R”[Journal] OR “Physiother Theory Pract”[Journal] OR
“Physiother Res Int”[Journal] OR “Physiotherapy”[Journal] OR “Phys Ther Sport”[Journal] OR “Phys
Ther”[Journal] OR “Phys Occup Ther Pediatr”[Journal] OR “Phys Med Rehabil Clin N Am”[Journal]
OR “Pediatr Rehabil”[Journal] OR “Pediatr Phys Ther”[Journal] OR “OTJR (Thorofare N J)”[Journal]
OR “Ortop Traumatol Rehabil”[Journal] OR “Orizz Ortop Odie Riabil”[Journal] OR “Occup Ther
Int”[Journal] OR “Occup Ther Health Care”[Journal] OR “Neurorehabil Neural Repair”[Journal]
OR “NeuroRehabilitation”[Journal] OR “Neuropsychol Rehabil”[Journal] OR “Musculoskelet Sci
Pract”[Journal] OR “Man Ther”[Journal] OR “J Assoc Phys Ment Rehabil”[Journal] OR “J Am Paraplegia
Soc”[Journal] OR “J Sport Rehabil”[Journal] OR “J Spinal Cord Med”[Journal] OR “J Soc Work Disabil
Rehabil”[Journal] OR “J Rehabil Res Dev Clin Suppl”[Journal] OR “J Rehabil Res Dev”[Journal] OR
“J Rehabil R D”[Journal] OR “J Rehabil Med Suppl”[Journal] OR “J Rehabil Med”[Journal] OR “J
Rehabil”[Journal] OR “J Physiother”[Journal] OR “J Pediatr Rehabil Med”[Journal] OR “J Outcome
Meas”[Journal] OR “J Orthop Sports Phys Ther”[Journal] OR “J Occup Rehabil”[Journal] OR “J Neurol
Phys Ther”[Journal] OR “J Neuroeng Rehabil”[Journal] OR “J Man Manip Ther”[Journal] OR “J Head
Trauma Rehabil”[Journal] OR “J Hand Ther”[Journal] OR “J Geriatr Phys Ther”[Journal] OR “J Dance
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Med Sci”[Journal] OR “J Cardiopulm Rehabil Prev”[Journal] OR “J Cardiopulm Rehabil”[Journal]
OR “J Burn Care Rehabil”[Journal] OR “J Bodyw Mov Ther”[Journal] OR “J Back Musculoskelet
Rehabil”[Journal] OR “J Belge Rhumatol Med Phys”[Journal] OR “J Belge Med Phys Rehabil”[Journal]
OR “J Belge Med Phys”[Journal] OR “Int Rehabil Med”[Journal] OR “Int J Rehabil Res”[Journal]
OR “Int Disabil Stud”[Journal] OR “IEEE Trans Rehabil Eng”[Journal] OR “IEEE Trans Neural
Syst Rehabil Eng”[Journal] OR “IEEE Int Conf Rehabil Robot”[Journal] OR “Fysiatr Revmatol
Vestn”[Journal] OR “Eur J Phys Rehabil Med”[Journal] OR “Eura Medicophys”[Journal] OR “Disabil
Rehabil Assist Technol”[Journal] OR “Disabil Rehabil”[Journal] OR “Dev Neurorehabil”[Journal]
OR “Clin Rehabil”[Journal] OR “Can J Occup Ther”[Journal] OR “Bull Prosthet Res”[Journal] OR
“Braz J Phys Ther”[Journal] OR “Aust Occup Ther J”[Journal] OR “Assist Technol”[Journal] OR “Artif
Limbs”[Journal] OR “ARN J”[Journal] OR “Arch Phys Med Rehabil”[Journal] OR “Arch Phys Ther
(Leipz)”[Journal] OR “Annu Rev Rehabil”[Journal] OR “Ann Phys Med”[Journal] OR “Ann Phys
Rehabil Med”[Journal] OR “Ann Readapt Med Phys”[Journal] OR “Am Rehabil”[Journal] OR “Am J
Phys Med Rehabil”[Journal] OR “Am J Phys Med”[Journal] OR “Am J Occup Ther”[Journal] OR “Am
Correct Ther J”[Journal] OR “Adv Clin Rehabil”[Journal] OR “Acta Belg Med Phys”[Journal])

Country-types

High-Income:

(“Argentina”[Mesh] OR “Chile”[Mesh] OR “Uruguay”[Mesh] OR “Panama”[Mesh] OR
“United Kingdom”[Mesh] OR “Switzerland”[Mesh] OR “Sweden”[Mesh] OR “Spain”[Mesh] OR
“Slovenia”[Mesh] OR “Slovakia”[Mesh] OR “Sint Maarten”[Mesh] OR “Netherlands”[Mesh] OR
“Seychelles”[Mesh] OR “San Marino”[Mesh] OR “Saint Kitts and Nevis”[Mesh] OR “Portugal”[Mesh]
OR “Poland”[Mesh] OR “Palau”[Mesh] OR “Norway”[Mesh] OR “New Caledonia”[Mesh]
OR “Monaco”[Mesh] OR “Malta”[Mesh] OR “Luxembourg”[Mesh] OR “Lithuania”[Mesh] OR
“Liechtenstein”[Mesh] OR “Latvia”[Mesh] OR “Italy”[Mesh] OR “Ireland”[Mesh] OR “Hungary”[Mesh]
OR “Guam”[Mesh] OR “Greenland”[Mesh] OR “Greece”[Mesh] OR “Gibraltar”[Mesh] OR
“Germany”[Mesh] OR “Polynesia”[Mesh] OR “France” OR “Finland”[Mesh] OR “Denmark”[Mesh]
OR “Estonia”[Mesh] OR “Czech Republic”[Mesh] OR “Cyprus”[Mesh] OR “Curacao”[Mesh] OR
“Croatia”[Mesh] OR “Channel Islands”[Mesh] OR “British Virgin Islands”[Mesh] OR “Bermuda”[Mesh]
OR “Barbados”[Mesh] OR “Trinidad and Tobago”[Mesh] OR “Bahamas”[Mesh] OR “Austria”[Mesh]
OR “Aruba”[Mesh] OR “Antigua and Barbuda”[Mesh] OR “Andorra”[Mesh] OR “United Arab
Emirates”[Mesh] OR “Qatar”[Mesh] OR “Saudi Arabia”[Mesh] OR “Israel”[Mesh] OR “Kuwait”[Mesh]
OR “Bahrain”[Mesh] OR “Singapore”[Mesh] OR “Japan”[Mesh] OR “Taiwan”[Mesh] OR “Hong
Kong”[Mesh] OR “Macau”[Mesh] OR “Brunei”[Mesh] OR “Republic of Korea”[Mesh] OR
“Australia”[Mesh] OR “New Zealand”[Mesh] OR “Canada”[Mesh] OR “United States”[Mesh])

LMICs:

(“Africa”[Mesh] OR (“China”[Mesh] NOT “Hong Kong”[Mesh] NOT “Macau”[Mesh]) OR
“Democratic People’s Republic of Korea”[Mesh] OR “Mongolia”[Mesh] OR “Asia, Central”[Mesh]
OR “Asia, Northern”[Mesh] OR “Bangladesh”[Mesh] OR “Bhutan”[Mesh] OR “India”[Mesh]
OR “Nepal”[Mesh] OR “Pakistan”[Mesh] OR “Sri Lanka”[Mesh] OR “Afghanistan”[Mesh] OR
“Iran”[Mesh] OR “Iraq”[Mesh] OR “Jordan”[Mesh] OR “Lebanon”[Mesh] OR “Syria”[Mesh]
OR “Turkey”[Mesh] OR “Yemen”[Mesh] OR “Cambodia”[Mesh] OR “Indonesia”[Mesh] OR
“Laos”[Mesh] OR “Malaysia”[Mesh] OR “Myanmar”[Mesh] OR “Philippines”[Mesh] OR
“Thailand”[Mesh] OR “Timor-Leste”[Mesh] OR “Vietnam”[Mesh] OR “Mexico”[Mesh] OR
“Belize”[Mesh] OR “Costa Rica”[Mesh] OR “El Salvador”[Mesh] OR “Guatemala”[Mesh]
OR “Honduras”[Mesh] OR “Nicaragua”[Mesh] OR “Cuba”[Mesh] OR “Dominica”[Mesh] OR
“Dominican Republic”[Mesh] OR “Grenada”[Mesh] OR “Haiti”[Mesh] OR “Jamaica”[Mesh]
OR “Saint Lucia”[Mesh] OR “Saint Vincent and the Grenadines”[Mesh] OR “Bolivia”[Mesh]
OR “Brazil”[Mesh] OR “Colombia”[Mesh] OR “Ecuador”[Mesh] OR “Paraguay”[Mesh] OR
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“Peru”[Mesh] OR “Suriname”[Mesh] OR “Venezuela”[Mesh] OR “Albania”[Mesh] OR “Bosnia and
Herzegovina”[Mesh] OR “Bulgaria”[Mesh] OR “Kosovo”[Mesh] OR “Macedonia (Republic)”[Mesh]
OR “Montenegro”[Mesh] OR “Moldova”[Mesh] OR “Republic of Belarus”[Mesh] OR “Romania”[Mesh]
OR “Serbia”[Mesh] OR “Ukraine”[Mesh] OR “Transcaucasia”[Mesh] OR “Kazakhstan”[Mesh]
OR “Kyrgyzstan”[Mesh] OR “Uzbekistan”[Mesh] OR “Samoa”[Mesh] OR (“Micronesia”[Mesh]
NOT “Guam”[Mesh] NOT “Palau”[Mesh]) OR “Fiji”[Mesh] OR “Papua New Guinea”[Mesh] OR
“Vanuatu”[Mesh] OR “Tonga”[Mesh])
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